
BioStructX meeting protocol 2013-09-13, PSF Xray meeting #21, floor 3 

 

Participants: 

Martin Moche, Jodie Guy, Hamed Sadat, Rosaria Gandini, Fatma Guettou, Tobias Karlberg, Julia 

Griese, Isha Raj 

 

Future BioStructX and BAG organization  

Meeting decided to merge BioStructX-2939 and 4452 starting from Dec 15, 2013 with Martin Moche 

as new BioStructX administrator supported by Jodie Guy.  We will ask Gunter Schneider to become 

new lead PI for the new extended BioStructX BAG and use this for BESSY and DIAMOND beamtime 

BAG proposals starting from 2014. 

 

Important - add all your research projects into the new extended BioStructX proposal 

European light sources participating in BioStructX want a 1:1 relation between the BioStructX and 

beamtime proposal that will ease future Diamond and Bessy BAG beamtime proposals from PSF. 

It is very important for the research groups to add all their research projects into the BioStructX 

proposal.  If a research group project is missing in the BioStructX proposal the light source 

participating in BioStructX cannot refund claims on that project!   

 

BioStructX – a collaborative effort to achieve funding when visiting European research facilities 

Keyinfo from BioStructX: A new BioStructX proposal can be submitted anytime when 75% of 

beamtime is scheduled to be consumed and are evaluated within 30 days three times a year (Apr 30, 

Aug 15 and Dec 15 for 2013). 

 

To apply for more BioStructX funding in good time (see above) and have PSF liquid nitrogen available 

for your beamtime please share your individual research group beamtime schedule with the 

BioStructX administrator. 

 

The BioStructX administrator will place claiming and report procedures for each individual light 

source available on-line at the PSF homepage intended to answer: 

- What can be claimed at each light source?  

- Claiming and BioStructX report procedures at each light source?  

 

Meeting advice on a contact person per research group for BioStructX related issues in addition to 

the PI. 



Research groups actions to get BioStructX funding a second time 

 

#1 Research groups needs to perform Biostruct-X acknowledgement 

http://www.biostruct-x.eu/content/faq#Acknowledge 

 

#2 Research groups need to report progress on BioStructX beamtime: 

Diamond and Petra require a brief report on each beamtime event. 

  

#3 Research groups need to report progress on every new BioStructX proposal 

When sending a new BioStructX proposal a brief progress report from previous year is likely needed. 

 

 

It was noted that several research groups participating in BioStructX-4452 and BioStructX-2939 was 

not present at the meeting. 

 



What can be claimed at each synchrotron 
Information should be found online and collected from people already visiting and perform reports 

and claiming from the various facilities. 

 

 DIAMOND (MX) – what can be claimed: 

- When 2-3 people travel together, Diamond provides free airport Taxi to/from Heathrow. 

- Diamond provide Ridgeway (guest) house next to the facility and visitors does not need to pay 

- Diamond gives you a guest card loaded with money for purchases in local restaurants 

- Diamond refund dewar shipping at remote visits 

 

BESSY (MX) – what can be claimed: 

- Reimburse flight tickets for two visitors. No food.  No Taxi. 

- Housing if in BESSY guest house or Berolina Airport Hotel 

- No dewar shipping refunded and remote visits not possible. 

 

PETRA (MX) – what can be claimed: 

Provided a 3 shift visit, Petra reimburses flights and housing for 2 people, up to one night at either 

side of the beamtime.  

Petra reimburses dewar shipping. 

Petra does NOT cover local transport or food.  

 

SLS(MX) – what can be claimed:  

According to researcher 1:  

You get a fixed sum depending on how long your stay is that covers a single person. Therefore no 

receipts need to be presented to SLS. 

According to researcher 2:  

Depending on from where you are traveling SLS provides you a fixed sum for a single person only. 

The SLS guesthouse should be paid on-site however is later refunded. If guest house is full you have 

to stay on a hotel and then SLS refund only the same amount as you were staying at the guest house. 

 

EMBL Hamburg (SAXS) – what can be claimed: 

At EMBL Hamburg, a user group can claim for one person per visit if they are working on between 1 

and 5 different projects. Only if the group are working on more than 5 projects in the BioStruct-

X  proposal can two people be reimbursed. Flights, travel and sample shipping are covered. 



Claiming procedures at each synchrotron 
Purpose is to complement and update text below: 

 

DIAMOND (MX) – how do you claim: 

SGC way at Diamond:  Claim your travel costs from Karolinska Institutet and then allow KI 

administration to claim flight ticket money from Diamond to KI. 

 

MSB way at Diamond:   Group secretary organized flights etc. and all paid for by MSB, then claimed 

money back from Diamond to MSB (basically the same as SGC, but organized by our group secretary 

rather than central administration) 

 

Researcher A at Diamond: 

Paid all travel cost herself, share bank details with Diamond that later refunded her. 

 

BESSY (MX) – how do you claim: 

Has a 1 month deadline for claiming costs! 

Fill in BESSY_reimbursement_form.pdf to register your personal bank details with BESSY and claim 

your travel and eventual housing costs direct from BESSY.  You need to send the original receipts to 

BESSY. Approach Martin Moche for project numbers and questions regarding the form. 

 

Claiming via KI-administration has been tested however Bessy still required the original receipts so in 

total this was not a good idea. 

 

PETRA (MX) – how do you claim: 

How are we doing this today?  

BioStructX 4452 are about to do this for the first time – travel costs will be paid by MSB and refunded 

directly to MSB account by EMBL Hamburg. 

 

SLS (MX) – how do you claim: 

Info at light source web page. Contact a person, Need bank account of experimentalist,  

 

EMBL Hamburg (SAXS): 

Mol. Struct. Biol. experience:  travel costs were paid by MSB (our secretary did the booking) and 

refunded directly to MSB account by Hamburg.  

 


